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AAUP is examining
three firings in Eton

Stan’s mood is apparent as he contemplates the debris of his guard station "home."

’Stan’ can’t talk about his
’home away from home’ now
By Jim Lyntton
A freak accident last Saturday
morning demolished Issac Stanley’s
"home away from home".
The "home" of "Stan the man at the
gate" was the wooden guard station
located at the campus entrance on
Seventh and San Fernando streets,
where the 65-year-old man has worked
for nearly 10 years.
The 15-year-old structure is no
more. An airborne vehicle piloted by
an inebriated motorist mowed down
Stan’s little shack at about 2 a.m.
Saturday.
The car, traveling at high speeds

south on Seventh Street, became vehicles enter the campus at Seventh
airborne when it struck a dip in the Street entrance, seemed unphased by
road, Stan said. The driver escaped the whole incident.
unhurt but was arrested by police.
He said one good part of his job is
The accident left Stan without a roof that he gets to meet many interesting
over his head. The university, ac- people as well as have a good share of
cording to Stan, is going to replace the unusual experiences.
The strangest occured in the 1960’s
old structure with a pre-fabricated
one.
Stan said, "during the troubles."
He said a girl took him aside and
"Hopefully," Stan said, "before the
rainy season begins."
told him a sniper was in a house
However,
he
pointed
out, across the street and was going to
"bureaucracy doesn’t move with shoot him for being a member of the
lightning speed."
"ruling class."
Stan, who for 10 years has been
"The ruling class," the gatekeeper
making sure that only authorized chuckled.

SCALE facing cutbacks

Director may lose his job
By Tony Padayao
Greg Druehl, director of SCALE,
Student Community Academic Learning Experience, may lose his job Feb.
1 due to a lack of funding for his
position.
Druehl is temporary director of
SCALE, a program where SJSU
students volunteer their services to
various projects in central and eastern
San Jose.
Rated highly
"SCALE is rated highly by SJSU and
by the A.S.," Druehl said, ’It is important that the administration ensure
a full time director."
Student Services Dean Robert Martin
said, ’The basic problem in rehiring
Greg is resources. Greg is a great guy
and doing a fine job.’
"The department has lost quite a few
positions," he added, saying Druehl’s
position is just one of the threatened
jobs.
Money needed
Robert Griffin, director of student
programs, who also handles administrative problems, agreed that
more money is needed if Druehl is to be
rehired.
"Don’t get me wrong," Griffin added.

Last day
for adding
Today is the last day to add classes
through an instructor.
Registration fees must also be paid
today. Beginning Monday a $5 late fee
will be added.
Although last Friday was the last day
to officially drop classes, there is a late
drop procedure.
Students must pick up a late drop
form either their department office, the
records office or the information
centers in the Administration Building
and the Student Union.
Signatures of both the class instructor and the department chairman
must be obtained by the student.
The completed form must then be
turned in at the records office located in
Library North on Fourth and San
Fernando.
Evening students may turn the forms
In at the information center in the S.U.
The late drops will be entered on the
student’s record as a withdrawal.

"Greg is doing an efficient enough job
meeting student needs in facilitating
the experimental learning needs of
students." Griffin said. ’Special consideration should be given to Greg.
Resources must be identified by the
university to keep him here," he added.
Naomi Quinonec, director of the
ethnic pride program and assistant to
Druehl, said "Dean Robert Martin’s
slightest hesitancy in reappointing
Greg to his position is not only insulting
but is representative of an apparent
apathy university administration has
towards the surrounding community
and the education of its students."
Greg Druehl
’I would rehire him immediately. Greg
is doing a valuable job. If he doesn’t get
the job, the program will be in a setback."

SCALE programs include work in
community health, community schools,
counseling services, legal services,
neighborhood services, pre-school and
early childhood education, and ethnic
pride programs.

Gay Pride funding
topic for A.S. today
By Jim Barrett
A.S. Council Wednesday approved a
special meeting for today to discuss
funding for Gay Pride Day.
Gay Pride Day representatives were
granted a special meeting for 8 a.m.
today to consider their request for A.S.
funds.
The $786 request submitted to the AS.
special
allocations
committee
yesterday for the Oct. 3 event was a
reduction of a $1597 request made at a
previous council meeting.
On Sept. 17, council voted funding
$100 for Gay Pride Day.
Gay Pride Day representatives said
the funding is needed for speakers,
seminars and publicity.
The representatives credited a
number of factors for the reduction,
including smaller musical band fee, the
donation of printing costs for 800
posters, deletion of an expensive film
and projector rental, carpooling and a
potluck fund raiser that netted $86.
Hugo Blanco telegram
In other action, the council approved
sending a telegram to the U.S. State
Department.
The telegram read, "We are informed of Hugo Blanco’s visa permit

By Doug Ernst
Last year’s dismissal of three
Economcis
Department
faculty
members has stimulated inquiries from
the American Association of University
Professors ( AAUP ) and could lead to
an AAUP censurship of the university.
In a letter sent Aug. 5 to SJSU
President John Bunzel, the AAUP
stated it has examined numerous
documents concerning the Economics
Department disfranchisement and is
concerned over "disputes relating to
the termination of the services of
various members of the department."
Dr. Arnold Schein, president of the
SJSU chapter of the AAUP, told the
Spartan Daily that the letter "could
lead to censure" of the university administration.
Universities can be censured by the
AAUP if it can be shown they are "not
observing the generally recognized
principles of academic freedom and
tenure endorsed by the association."
The three faculty membersGayle
Southworth, Andy Parnes, and David
Landes--were not rehired by the
university in the spring of 1974.
Letter to Bunzel
The letter to Bunzel, written by
Jordan Kurland, associate general
secretary of the AAUP at its
Washington, D.C., headquarters, said
the AAUP wished to "convey to you
(Bunzel) our serious concern over two
aspects of the situation relating to the
Department of Economics."
First, Kurland wrote, the three
faculty members did not receive
"timely notice of nonreappointment."
The notice the three faculty members
received, said Kurland, "was severely
late, even for a faculty member in his
first year of service, and we urge that
appropriate restitution be made."
Second, Kurland urged the university
to "provide requisite due process in the
case of nontenured faculty members
who assert that their academic
freedom was violated in the nonrenewal
of their appointments.
"We accordingly urge," the letter
continues, "that the three faculty
members be offered academic due
process."
Reply sent
A reply was sent to the AAUP, in a
letter composed by Dean of the Faculty
Robert Sasseen, but signed by
Executive Vice President Burton
Brazil, on Aug. 21.
Bunzel released a copy of the reply to
the Spartan Daily, .yesterday.
It is simply not true," Sasseen
wrote, "that Landes, Parnes and Southworth did not receive timely notice of
termination.

AAUP headquarters, "is unacceptable," Schwartz said.
Grievances not satisfactory
Schwartz said the grievance hearings
that took place at SJSU "were not
satisfactory to the process of academic
due process, designed to protect
freedoms involved."
The three faculty members, contacted Wednesday to comment on the
involvement of AAUP in their struggle
with the university, told the Daily their
views.
"The AAUP," said Parnes, "is an
organization that is well established in
protecting the rights of professors.
"The wholesale firings of professors
at SJSU," he added, "had to be a
violation of the major rules of the
AAUP."
Landes agreed, saying, "We felt the
university had violated AAUP’s own
rules."
According to Southworth, "The
AAUP is set up to investigate and take
action on matters like this that involve
personal freedom."
Involved in suit
The three former faculty members

are currently involved in a suit against
the university, in which they charge
their rights of free speech were
violated.
The SJSU chapter of the AAUP,
under the leadership of Schein, a
professor of chemistry, announced
Wednesday the local chapter’s concern
about the Economics Department
controversy and the letter of inquiry
sent by the AAUP.
Meeting held
In a meeting of the Chapter’s
executive committee, Wednesday,
Schein announced the chapter will
submit its own "letter of inquiry" into
the Economics problem to Bunzel.
"The AAUP is concerned about the
Economics Department," Schein said.
Schein added that presently the
AAUP is "at the point of deciding if
there is to be an inquiry" into the
department.
Schein’s comment that the present
inquiries "could lead to censure" were
made with the stipulation that censure
could only occur after a lengthy series
of procedures is conducted.

Violations inquiry
procedures listed
Listed below are procedures by which
the American Association of University
Professors (AAUP) inquires, reports
and votes on possible university
violations of AAUP standards.
These procedures were explained by
Dr. Joseph Schwartz, associate
secretary for programs at the AAUP
headquarters in Washington, D.C.
The AAUP is notified of a possible
violation of their standards.
Preliminary letters of inquiry and
related correspondence between the
AAUP and the university are exchanged.
If the AAUP general secretary,
Joseph Duffey, believes there is an
absence of information, he may
authorize an investigation.
With that investigation, members
of the academic community, experienced in matters of academic
freedom, and tenure, visit the university, collecting information from
documents and the persons involved.

Upon completion of the investigation, the team submits a report
to the AAUP general secretary, who
then determines if the report should be
forwarded to "committee A" --the
AAUP national committee on academic
freedom and tenure.
"Committee A" then forwards the
report to the local AAUP chapter, the
complaintants, and the administration.
This is done to allow for the correction
of possible errors in fact in the report.
The report, after corrections are
made, is published in the AAUP
Bulletin, distributed nationwide.
If the report reveals deficiencies
in action taken by the administration,
the AAUP urges the university to
correct its questioned actions.
At the national meeting of the
AAUP held every April, several hundred delegates from throughout the
nation vote on whether or not to censure
the university administration in
question.

Appointments fixed
"There was no reasonable basis for
their presumption," Sasseen said, "of
continued appointment or their failure
to note seriously the termination date of
their fixed appointments."
Sasseen then addressed the second
concern regarding academic freedom.
"Neither the majority report nor the
minority report of the liaison committee found the university in violation
of academic freedom or guilty of
political discrimination."
The Academic Senate last year appointed the university’s liaison committee to study and report on the
Economics Department situation.
Dr. Joseph Schwartz, AAU1’
associate secretary for programs,
disagreed that due process had been
offered the faculty members by the
administration.
Schwartz, contacted in Washington,
D.C., by phone, responded to Sasseen’s
reply:
"Their (administrator’s) current
position," as stated in the letter to

denial. We urge immediate reconsideration of said denial. The American
people have a right to hear his views."
Blanco, according to local supporters, is a Peruvian union organizer
who has been jailed in several Latin
American countries for his activities.
campus
Simental,
Fernando
president of the U.S. Committee for
Justice for Latin American Political
Prisoners, said Blanco wants to make a
tour of the U.S. lecturing on the Chilean
coup and political prisoners in South
America.
An Oct. 20 lecture by Blanco is
scheduled for SJSU, said Simental.
Funding for SCAR
In another matter, the council funded
POO to the Student Coalition Against
"Deep Throat" accomplished what it
Racism (.)RACS
The coalition representative, Dean was supposed tomake lots of money,
Peoples, said $50 would be used for Suzanne Allayaud, director of the A.S.
speaker expenses for an Oct. 2 event Program Board, said.
More than $3,000 profit was realized
and the other $50 would be used for
from the Tuesday showing of the porno
advertising.
The keynote speaker will talk on film on campus, according to figures
racism in Boston and representatives of released by the board. The board plans
the NAACP (National Association for to use the money to acquire top films
the Advancment of Colored People) will such as "Godfather I and II" next year,
talk on local racial issues, Peoples said. Allayaud said.

Porno film
nets $3,000

Student fights smog
Imogene Hubbard wears one solution to the heavy smog of the past few
daysa gas mask. Hubbard says she has a lung infection and, "I wear this or
stay inside."
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While ’Alice’ goes out on strike,
’Alex’ should also fight sex roles
By Jim Mackowski
L oiled Press International recently
reported that the National Organization
for Women ( NOW) has called on all
women to go on strike on Oct. 29 to show
the nation how much it depends on
them.
Davlyn Jones, NOW coordinator of
the nationwide strike, said Oct. 29, a
Wednesday, has been designated as the
day that "Alice Doesn’t," a reference to
the Ellen Burstyn role in the movie
"Alice Doesn’t Live Here Anymore."
Miss Jones said that on Oct. 29
women will be told that Alice doesn’t
work in or out of the home; spend
any money for groceries, services or
transportation; and, among other
things, support the image of women in
the media.
"We are not all feminists," Miss

comment
Jones said, "But we are all Alices. We
all feel that we’ve been had by the
system and it’s going to recognize us
and do something about it."
We men have also been had by the
"system," which includes women,
possibly even some feminists.
No group of masculinists comparable
to NOW has been formed. But if and
when such a group is formed, it will tell
men that Alex doesn’t:
Have to leave an elevator after a
woman does unless he really wants to.
Foot the entire bill on a date.
Have to be drafted without
demanding women be subject to the

draft, too.
Have to be the aggressor or
initiator in sex.
Have to slave and compete for 40
years only to drop dead from a heart
attack just before retiring.
Support the image of the macho
man in the media.
Both Alice and Alex are conditioned
to fit into sexual stereotypes. They are
both exploited by the "system" and
members of it.
But it does not have to be so. A new
emphasizing
movement
"human liberation" could be supported
by both Alice and Alex.
Alice would not be the only one to
benefit from a human liberation
movement. Alex could change the
exploitation he has had to bear.
And, Alice, good luck with the strike.

’Deep Throat’ can be educational
but don’t show it to make money
By Jim Barrett
"Deep Throat" is a film taken outside
the context of even the wildest
imagination’s concept of reality.
So, it should not be too difficult for
most people to understand what makes
it "porno."
Porno films are, perhaps, a reaction
to repressive social standards.
That may be good but too much
medicine can also kill the patient.
It should be recognized by the film
industry as well as our society that,
while sexual relations are normal to
most people’s lives, they are not the end
of life itself.
Portrayal of sex in real life situations
on film should be considered a normal
thing used to enhance the projection of
understanding and reality.
Obviously "Deep Throat" fails on
that count.
Does that mean the film should not
have been shown at SJSU?
On the issue of freedom of speech
alone the film should be allowed.
But there is another compelling
reason for it to be shownthat is

( comment
education.
"Deep Throat" has been viewed by
many millions of Americans and it has
been the cause of numerous court
battles.
Can students, in good faith to their
understanding of reality, deny the
questionable but none-the-less importance of this social force?
Can they talk intelligently about it
and make rational decisions about it
without having seen the thing itself?
I say no.
That is not to say students should
make a habit of viewing porno films. To
the contrary "Deep Throat" should be
enough.
The film can and should be a
productive educational experience for
many students and there is no better
place for education than the campus.
But here we are confronted with
another matter. Was "Deep Throat"

brought to campus as an educational
experience?
No.
The director of the A.S. Program
Board said it was brought to make
money, that it is entertainment.
The money brought in will be used to
provide other programs, the director
said.
Now I object to this showing of an
exploitative film to fatten the program
board’s funds.
The question is whether the program
board provide its services from its
allotment and perhaps from some
minimal charge for programs or
whether it should take on money
making programs as to expand its
program presentation?
I say the program board has gone too
far in taking an estimated 83,000 from
students in excess of showing costs.
The showing of porno films at high
prices is exploitative and is against the
purpose of a university.
Since the program board is within a
university setting, it should get its head
screwed on straight (no pun).

When Pentagon lied about enemy
strength it had a profound effect
By John A. Ytreus
Buried beneath the stories of Patty
Hearst, Sarah Jane Moore and Lynette
Frorrune was an item that has greater
implications to the country than the
accounts of political radicals and their
never-never world of reality.
Sam Adams, an ex-CIA agent, told a
stunned House committee investigating
the intelligence community that
Pentagon brass lied about North
Vietnamese and Viet Cong troop
strengths before the 1988 Tet offensive
to assure the American people that
victory was possible.
Adams also revealed that the CIA had
only one undercover agent within the
MANY OF )S
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cornment
enemy’s ranks while the Communists
used thousands of spies who accumulated strategic information
among the South Vietnamese and
American forces.
It was estimated that more than 4,000
Americans died during the three-week
invasion. Although the enemy was
driven back, the offensive blew away
then President Lyndon Johnson’s
assurances of victory and his reelection hopes.
According to Adams, William
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Westmoreland
and
Creighton
Abramsboth of whom were the
American commanders during the
waralong with Walt Rostow and
various CIA officials, scaled down the
estimates of 700,000 enemy troop level
to 300,000.
During those days, Walt Rostow was
a consultant for the President and
worked under the Secretary of State.
The true figures were kept from the
American press and public so that
support of the Vietnam War would not
ebb in a Presidential election year.
It is conceivable to believe that if
anyone had told LEW of the true
military pictureand there’s reason to
believe that he was unaware of itthe
President might have beefed up
American forces or pulled out completely.
Perhaps one of Johnson’s reasons for
not running for a second tents was
because he knew the information he
was getting was wrong.
It is shocking to consider that such
respected figures within the Pentagon
hierarchy would send American troops
into a situation that was much worse
than was told to them.
The Tet offensive changed the course
of American involvement in the war. If
the truth had been leaked then, perhaps
the war would have ended sooner and
lives could have been saved.
Alarmed at the recent revelations,
the Ford Administration has refused to
supply the committee with further
information regarding the Tet offensive, the Chilean coup and the 1973
Middle East War.
If a compromise cannot be reached,
then the committee has vowed to take
the case to federal court to decide the
matter. But this route will be long and
tedious and will not serve to purify the
CIA of the corruption that surrounds it.
Ford should be urged to release all
material pertinent to the investigation
so the CIA can become an efficient, yet
controllable, agency.

"...SORRY, BUT MR. RICO 15 VERY BUSY! You MUST HAVE
AN APPMTMENT IN ORDER TO SEE Hon..."

other ideas
Organic gardens can work
in our waste-rich cities
Editor:
We are probably all familiar with the
terms organic farming and organic
gardening. Too often in’our urban way
of life, we have become far removed
from our sources of food and materials.
Many of us can relate only to the
supermarket or other convenience
outlets.
Many of us have tried weekend
gardening or trips to the local nursery
to satisfy our urge to plant and grow.
But too often we suffer disappointment
in this venture from lack of knowledge
or sufficient time to give a garden the
simple care it requires.
If you want to be healthy, vigorous
and happyand at the same time work
at something in which the whole family
can sharetry open-mindedly looking
at organic gardening.
Your organic garden will not only
save you money and improve your
health, but will give you relief from the
old hectic habits of waste and confusion.

In organic gardening, you put into
practice important ecological principles. Most of us are surrounded by
organic wastes and do not realize their
tremendous fertilizing potential.
Organic wastes such as leaves, grass
clippings, manure and earth are
readily available to all.
Here at SJSU, myself and other
students interested in encouraging the
university community to make use of
presently wasted organic resources
have begun the "First Step" compost
project.
We are asking the A.S. to help us
convert between 20 and 30 tons of
landscaping wastes into a soil conditioner at the compost site at Humboldt and South Seventh Street.
If this expenditure is approved, the
"First Step" project can function as a
dynamic, tangible example of the
potential of organic farming and
resource reclamation.
Robert Hunt
Environmental Studies Graduate

What is contrary to college?
Editor:
I found it interesting that the Latterday Saints Student Association should
object to the showing of the movie
"Deep Throat" because "such films
are contrary to the purpose of the
university."
This opens the door to numerous
possibilities.
Perhaps we could get rid of A.S.
Council and John Rico using this same

argument At the risk of being uncharitable, the Council and John Rico
have little semblance of significance
when one is discussing the purpose of
the university.
As a matter of fact, one could apply
the same arguments to restrooms,
campus security, the university administration and perhaps even the
Latter-day Saints Student Association.
Thomas C. Lee
Journalism Senior

Write us!
The Spartan Daily encourages your corn
[rnents. Best -read letters are short (250 words)
and to the point
Letters may be submitted at the Daily office
JC 205) between 9 a.m and 5 pin Monday
through Friday or by mail.
The Daily reserves the right to edit for
length, style, or libel.
All letters most include author’s signature,
mlor, address, and phone number

Another one
against arming
campus cops
Editor:
I read with some amusement and a
lot of sorrow Beverly Calverley’s letter
to the editor.
Ms. Calverley is, it seems, a master
of logic. With quips like "to every
negative side there most probably will
be a positive side," she belongs in
politics (I really don’t know what she
meant by it).
Ms. Calverley states as absolute fact
that the Sonoma State University police
officer could have avoided being shot if
he had been armed. What was he going
to do, intercept the bullet with his gun?
Of course, if police officers are going
to be armed, "pure logic" dictates that
the students should be armed, too. That
way, things like Kent State shootouts
wouldn’t happen because both sides
would have equal protection, as they
obviously don’t have now.
Dale Cook
Chemistry sophomore

Women as lawbreakers comment
draws nothing but strong critics
Editor:
Regarding "Women, you’re now
free..."
First of all, hats off to Steve Wright
for involving himself in the most
meaningful way to understand the
liberation of half of humanity, that of
headline scanning. If we may get
beyond and beneath the headlines and
become familiar by actual experience
with actual creatures who are
struggling to be free, there very well
might be a more open, hopeful and
respectful view of womanhood and the
struggle for selfhood than that
demonstrated by Wright’s superficial
analysis of "news."
It is only that Wright, and perhaps a
too large majority of men, does not see
how they oppress others, specifically
the female of the species.
America’s victims know who the
corporate cutthroats, pillagers of home
and family and corporate -national
assassins are. It is the government of
the United States of America acting for

corporate interests, led and carried out
by men, against the poor of the world;
half of whom are old men, women and
children, people of color, both at home
and abroad.
If the comment on women is a serious
one, it is hopeful in that real issues are
beginning to be clarified, if only dimly
by the corporate sensitive media.
That there is a fundamental and basic
need for political and personal
liberation is beginning to be seen and
demonstrated most clearly and persuasively by those struggling to avoid
the plague of repression, oppression,
racism, imperialism, both corporate
and personal, like the plague.
Perhaps males might be most helpful
to themselves and their female companions by showing by personal
example and space the manner in
which a humane way of life may be
possible.
Mieael Madden
Nursing Senior

Editor:
In reaction to Steve Wright’s comments on Sept. 25 that "liberation... means increased women involvement
in criminal activities," I say the opposite is valid. When opportunities to
better ones’ lives are closed, women
and men sometimes turn to anti-social
activities out of frustration.
In addition, I don’t see how you can
relate the behavior of the three women
in the recent news to women’s
liberation and increased leisure time.
These so-called middle-class people
turned-guerrilla were easily influenced
by antisocial characters because they
were brought up with weak and false
values. When parents, teachers,
television and government begin to
convey the truth about the way life
really is earlier to youths, we will see
less of this uncharacteristic reaction of
our so-called middle-class youths to
revolutionary radicals like Donald
DeFreeze.
Linda Nakaji
Art Senior
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Task forces cope
with major issues
By Keith Muraoka
The joint community and
SJSU steering committee
discussed
heads
organization of the five task
forces which will focus on
specific campus problems in
their meeting on Wednesday.
Task force subjects are:
parking, commercial
establishments, crime and
social-relations, housing and
transportation.
Persons interested in
serving on any of the forces
may contact A.S. treasurer
Colleen Culligan at 277-3201.
The task forces are trying
to prepare for a meeting with
the San Jose City Council on
either Dec. 4 or 11. This
meeting will give the council

High temperatures did not keep interested students from yesterday’s ski show on Ninth Street.

Photos by David Yarnold

Skiing
pushed

Patty Pavlos enjoys a cone while perusing wares.

New speaker
deadline noted
Because of a mix-up in the
distribution of faculty information packets, the
deadline for signing up for
the Alumni Association
speakers bureau has been
extended to next Friday,
according to Bob Pellerin,
’the association’s communication director.
The
deadline
was
originally set for today,
Pellerin said, but somehow
some faculty members did
not receive the information
sheets they were to fill out
and return to the association.
The speakers bureau is a
community service offered
by the Alumni Association
and is in its second year,
according to Rodi Shemeta,
the association’s public
relations director.
The bureau provides
faculty
members
as
speakers for schools, clubs
and
other
community
organizations upon request,
according to Pellerin.
Teachers can volunteer for
the bureau by returning the
information sheets to the

at show
A sweltering September
sun and taped tunes by John
Denver set the atmosphere
for a ski show that was held
yesterday near the Student
Union on Ninth Street.
The show was sponsored
by Chevrolet and Skiing
magazine.
Bryan Mohr, president of
the SJSU Ski Club, said the
purpose of the show was to
"drum up business" for ski
manufacturers and get more
members for the Ski Club,
Richard
Gates,
the
manager of the show, said
the show had ski equipment
displays, movies, demonstrations, contests, games
and prizes.
Professional skiers Scott
Brooksbank, Rudi Wyrsch
and Tisha Green were on
hand to answer questions.
Gates said the champions
had
planned to give
demonstrations on a ski
ramp, but it was broken.
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Dr. Terry Christensen
and 11 a.m. Monday. Channel
54 will air the show at 8 p.M.
Monday.
Good politician
"He’s a hell of a good
politician and really an interesting man. He’s not a
good interview because he
doesn’t always tell you what
you want to hear, but
sometimes it’s fun to watch
someone manipulate you,"
Christensen said of Hammen.
"You know you’re getting
manipulated," explained
Christensen, "but you also

know the person who’s doing
it is doing it really well, and
that’s kind of a pleasure to
watch."
Hamman told Christensen
he believes the current
council and
city administration are making
some mistakes by trying to
slow growth in San Jose.
"He’s still pro-growth,"
Christensen said. "He’s
proud of what he accomplished and thinks San
Jose has to continue
growing."
Other issues discussed in
the interview were annexation,
capital
improvement, low-cost housing
and Hamman,s real estate
speculation.
Asked about water
"We asked him a little
about water politics and
downtown San Jose, but not
as much about either as I
would
have
liked,"
Christensen said.
According to Christensen,
Hamman has twice been a
guest speaker at his summer
work shops.
This might have hampered
the interviews, he said.
"I guess I was also compromised by the fact that I’d
like him to come to some
more of my classes,"
Christensen admitted. "So I

didn’t want to antagonize
him too much and stayed
low-key. It’s much better if
you only need to do it that
one time and that’s it," he

added.
had
Larzn
Producer
Christensen on her show
twice last year to talk about
San Jose’s political history.
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1/4 "
5/16 "
3/8"
7/16"

6.350
7.938
9.525
11.113

1/2"
9/16"
5/8"
3/4"

12.700
14.288
15.875
19.050

mm
mm
mm
mm

mm
mm
mm
mm

All at 10% off list price.
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pc
pc
pc
pc

Combo Wrench, reg $14 40 ..
Combo Wrench, reg $22.73 ..
’." Socket Wrench, reg. $20.96
’." Socket Wrench, reg. $18 84
Socket Set, reg. $9.80

111

$12.97
$20.48
.$18.88
.$16.97
$8.83
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Can you trust it’? Yes. BECAUSE Birth
Control Foam contains a flights effectise
spermicide. thorough’s tested and researched. Ii doe, It a cc ork through your
system. so it ott’t alter your hormone
balance of significands affect your hods
cheinisi rs.
BECAl’SF %Widest:loped in consultation
with doctors and birth control cli.nies to
help you prevent tims anted pregnancy.

Available without prescription at drug counters and pharmacies
Sudoesled tetall price SI 89 It you ton? see it ask tot it

So much for theory Now take two aspirin and
rush to lmparco Cash in on the practical.
special purchase on loads of metric tool sets

8
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STATIONS

It’s Here!
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IMPARCO offers these simple units of tool
size in good ’ol U.S. of A. language and
their counterpart in metric measure.

THE
GASOLINE

A progress report from the
commercial establishment
task force headed by A.S.
vice president Rich Thawley
was discussed Wednesday.
Thawley plans to look at the
area and see what it lacks in
the way of services.
Need large stores
Discussion also centered
on the lack of a major
department store in the
campus area. Large stores
formerly in the downtown
area have moved to Stevens
Creek or Eastridge shopping
center.
Evelyn Robinson, heading
the housing task force, also
explained the results of her
meeting with head residents
of the dormitories. A poster
telling of the different task
forces will be printed and
distributed to the head
residents.

Birth Control
and Your Independence

Hamman urged San Jose growth
By Keith Muraoka
A.P. "Dutch" Hamman
discussed his views on San
Jose’s growth in a taped
interview with Dr. Terry
Christensen, associate
professor of political science
at SJSU
Hammen, San Jose’s city
manager from 1950 to 1969,
was characterized by his
desire to make the city into a
thriving metropolis, on a par
with San Francisco and Los
Angeles.
A proponent of arbaii
growth, his goal was to increase San Jose’s population
to half a million people.
When he left office he was
60,000 short.
Christensen
interviewed
Hamman on the League of
Women voters show, "Left,
Right and Center," along
with the producer lone
I arzn.
The two-part interview
will be aired beginning this
weekend on channel 36. The
first part will be at 10:30 a.m.
Saturday and Sunday, the
second at 11:30 p.m. Sunday

Alumni Association with
their interests, what they
will speak about and their
availability, Pellerin said.
Last year the bureau
consisted of nearly 100
faculty members, Shemeta
said.
The information packets
should reach every faculty
member today, Pellerin
said.

universally, the result of our
request was ’solve this for

Freeman Clock examines the inside of a ski boot.

Former official wanted metropolis

d a
tter

insight into certain problems
and possible solutions.
Be realistic
Proposals to the council
shouldn’t be too general,
urged Joan Corsiglia, head
of the steering committee.
"We have to be realistic in
what we want to accomplish," she said.
"This doesn’t mean we
can’t mention what we would
like to see, but we must be
realistic and modest in our
requests."
Dr.
John
Ballard,
professor
of
political
science, agreed with Corsiglia. "I’ve spent many
years playing with one group
or another and going to see
the city," he said. "Almost

(reci SI 251
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Professional trampoline’

Crack! Balls fly after the break

steals amafuer’s ’Hot L’
By Leslie Swanson
The lobby is dressed with
gold wallpaper, stained and
peeling.
Elegant furniture, now
faded and broken, occupies
the dusty spaces.
Lights flicker and fade as a
train, three hours late,
rumbles by on its tracks,
signalling its passing in
shrill tones.
No, this isn’t the De Anza
Hotel, downtown San Jose,
it’s the setting of Lanford
Wilson’s play "Hot I
Baltimore," which opened
recently at the Saratoga
Civic Theater.
’
Wilson’s contemporary
play, still running on
Broadway where it was
named Best Play for 1972-73
and that appeared for a short
time on television, deals with
the 12 characters that occupy the Hotel Baltimore’s
last days and nights.

David Varnold

Odilon Oceguera breaks at a Student Union Games Area pool table.

for SJSU plays
go on sale soon
Hare ou been singing the old "Friday night with nothin’ to
do blues" lately?
Don’t despair. Help might be just a season subscription
away.
An inexpensive answer to the what-to-do-this weekend
dilema is a season ticket to the University Theatre’s 1975-76
season. The season, titled Theatre Americana, is a survey of
American theatre from its beginning to present day.
For $5 students can see five productions including "Tea
and Sympathy," "Beaux Stratagem," "Broadway," a new
American play to be announced and "Regina."
In addition, other productions are on the season calendar.
These productions are free to student subscribers and
include performances by Creative Associates, a group of
actors whose work combines drama and dance, the M.A.
Theatre Production in which students direct one-act plays
and Rehearsal and Performance, a blend of Shakespearean
scenes and music.
Robert Anderson’s "Tea and Sympathy," October 17-25,
will get the season underway.
"Beaux Stratagem" by George Farquhar, a favorite
Restoration comedy of early American Theatre-goers, will
be presented December 5 through 13.
"Broadway," billed as flashy entertainment, is scheduled
for February 27 through March 6.
The operatic version of Lillian Hellman’s "Little Foxes,"
"Regina," is on the calendar for next May. This union between opera and theatre focuses on the idssolution of the antebellum South through avaricious power struggles.
A contemporary American play yet to be announced will
complete the spectrum of examples from many genres and
historical periods depicting the growth of drama and theatre
in America.
For further season ticket information, students may phone
the University Theatre Box Office at 277-2777. Tickets can be
purchased starting October 8, when the box office on Fifth
and San Fernando streets opens weekdays from noon to 4
p.m.

Events
Jam session

Talk on education

Students interested in folk
and bluegrass music that
want to jam, can meet today
by the fountain at 12:30 a.m.
For more information, call
274-4796.

Herb Kohl, author and
educator, will speak on the
"Now and Future of
Alternative Education,"
Saturday, Sept. 27, at 1 p.m.
The talk will be at the
Daybreak Institute, 19380
Bear Creek Rd., Los Gatos.

Tonight at the Spartan Pub
will be featured "California
Zephyr," from 9 p.m. to 1:30

Monday films

8.M.

Hot L Baltimore
This is the last weekend to
see "Hot L Baltimore" at the
Saratoga Civic Theatre,
Ave.,
Fruitvale
13777
Saratoga. Show starts at
8:30, Friday and Saturday
Tickets are $3.50.

Art fair
The 5th annual Art Fair of
Triton Museum of Art will be
held Sunday, Sept. 28, from
10 a.m., to 6 p.m., at 1505
Warburton Avenue, Santa
Clara.
There is no admission
charge and 150 artists will
display and sell their crafts.

recital

Cheap rate
for student

slated

music fans

An organ recital in the
memory of SJSU Professor
Philip C. Simpson will be
presented by Dale Horton, a
former student of Simpson’s,
at the Immanuel Lutheran
Church October 10.
Simpson, who came to
SJSU four years ago, died of
a heart attack at the age of 41
last spring. He was member
of the American Guild of
Organists and of the
International Society
Builders.
The benefit recital will
feature Horton, who is the
staff organist at Immanuel
Lutheran, performing 20th
century French works which
were Simpson’s personal
favorites.
They will include such
selections as "Outburst of
Joy" by Olivier Messiaen,
"Postlude on Themes from
Compline," by Jehan Alain
and others.
Horton is considered an

The San Jose Symphony
Orchestra is offering special
student discounts on season
tickets for the 1975-76 season.
The student rate is $15,
only $1.87 per concert, for the
series of eight Friday or
Saturday concerts. Seating
is available in special
student sections in the
Orchestra or Grand Tier
sections.
The season is a musical
celebration of our nation’s
bicentennial and features the
works of seven of America’s
greatest contemporary
composers, including guest
appearances
by
Alan
Hovhaness, John Cage,
Carlos Chavez, and Aaron
Copeland.
The Martha Graham
Dance Company, cellist
Pierre Fournier and pianists
Michel Block and Radu Lupu
are among the guest artists
appearing with the Symphony during the concert
year.
Season ticket order forms
are available at the campus
Student Center or at the San
Jose Symphony ticket office
at the Sainte Claire Hotel.
room 211, 287-7383.
The Symphony opens its
1975-76 season October 24
and 25 with the world
premiere of Alan Hovhaness’
"Symphony Nol No. 26 in I,
minor."
All performances begin at
8:30 p.m. in the San Jose
Center for the Performing
Arts. Student ID’s must be
shown at the door at all
performances.

Memorial

Student tickets

Spartan Pub

Other diversions include pinball, foosball, bowling, ping-pong and chess.

"Monika", another film
presented in the continuing
series of Ingmar Bergman’s
movies by the A.S. Monday
Films, will be shown Monday
Sept. 29 at 7 and 10 p.m.
Admission is 50 (Tilts

expert in the fields of plain
song and liturgics and is
currently writing a book,
"Hymn
and
Liturgy
Accompaniment in the New
Liturgics."
The recital will cost ;2 in
the form of a donation to the
Philip Simpson Memorial
Organ Fund for the SJSU
Music Department.
The church is located at
1710 Moorpark Ave., San
Jose and the recital will
begin at 8 p.m.

Auditions on horizon
in SJSU opera venture
Auditions for a bicentenial
production of the American
opera, "Regina", will be
held in late October, as part
of joint venture by the Music
and Drama departments to
take part in San Jose’s
bicentenial celebrations.
The opera, based on the
story "The Little Foxes," is
the main focus of a new
course
in
the
Music
Department, Opera-Theatre
Practicum.
The course is being taught
by Raymond Nilsson who is
currently working with the
San Francisco Opera and
was formerly with the Royal
Opera House at Covent
Garden, London.
It is still possible to take
the class according to
Nilsson, and it is open to all
members of the community
as part of the SJSU Extension Services program.
"We are encouraging
members of the outside

SJSU
1 Mr
,,,,opallat, ,t1.0e yo,, to
corTle and hear

THE REV. PETER KOOPMAN
linded I hriytian Ministty

TRINITY EPISCOPAL CHURCH
St N

Dale Horton

community to participate in
this. There are ten major
roles, numerous smaller
roles and a chorus of
field
townspeople and
workers," he said.
Students
working on
should go
Department

interested in
the production
to the Music
office, M 106.

Background music piped
in during intermission and
the beginning of each scene
appropriately reflected the
mood of despair during the
60’s which hung in the old
hotel like the dusty red
drapes.
The
costumes
were
predominantly grey, except
for the hookers, April and
Suzy, who ironically like
their flamboyant dress,
seemed to be the gayest
members of the lifeless
residents.
Presented by the Community Players of Los Gatos
- Saratoga, directed by Jim
Kinney and produced
Nancy Barber, "Hot I
Baltimore" will run through
this weekend on Friday and
Saturday nights.
The members of the cast,
all non-professionals, are
generally very good in their
roles and allow the audience
to spend an evening in their
characters’ lives.

audience gripped their seats
to help bear the pain until
her dialogue had passed.
Another fault was the
stage direction which was
poor.
Actors moved across the
"lobby" without reason.
Forgetting why they had just
moved they would return to
their original spots.
Although this may be have
the
to
due
been
amateurishness of the
company, a good director
would not have allowed the
wandering to go on opening
night.
Forgiving all the admittedly minor flaws in the
show’s presentation, the play
remains worthwhile for its
presentation of the lingering
pathos of an era of endings,
this one in the form of the
Hotel Baltimore.

Eileen Chavarris, in the
role of Suzy the Latin
prostituteor "professional
trampoline" as another
character describes her-stole the show with her two
or three breif appearances
on stage.
Chavarria, in addition to
successfully portraying Suzy
as a kind-hearted, naive
hooker, received a thundering round of applause
after she appeared on stage
in a large pink towel and left
without it.
Tom Gustie _plays a convincingly despicable old
man, Mr. Morse, without a
kind word for anyone.
Lynda Evjen, in her role as
Mrs.
Moose’s
mother,
Bellotti, was very good as
she duplicated exactly the
mannerisms and the voice of
the actress who played Mrs.
Bellotti on the T.V. seric3

Fl lltili , \ XI:TO l’ 1RISI.

There was only one gap in
the success of the portrayals.
Cheryl Loyd, billed as -The
Girl" because her character
had not finally decided on a
name, was torturously cute
and overly sensitive in her
role.

loUmpif
li ,i.-......,. ... .11

4’46 :C:
i& USED
RESTORATION
SPEED EQUIPMENT

Everytime Miss Loyd
appeared on stage, which,
unfortunately was the better
part of two hours, the

580 OLD BAYSHORE HW 1
SAN JOSE, CA 95112
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Nobody Can Study ALL The Time!
Special Student Rates
with OK credit

$10 per month
377-2935
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$2 Off
With this ad
Offer ends October 10

Blouses$8 to $10
Dresses$10 to $15
,eL.1 IJi I.
Pants$9 to $10

Fashions by
famous designers

Cecily

SAN JOSE ART

PAINT E. WALLPAPER

Sweet Baby Jane,

All
ART SUPPLIES
Discounted

Soft Shoulder
Pantasia
Plain Jane

10%
with purchase of
$10.00 or more

20%
with purchase of
$50.00 or more
DISCOUNTS GOOD THROUGH
SEPT. 30 ’75
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Access to birth control
is soon legal for minors

Kayaking class
taught in pool
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Although paddling back
and forth across the pool in
the Men’s Gym is not quite
like running the Stanislaus
River, it is a good place to
learn the basics of kayaking.
Kayaking instruction is
entering its third year at
SJSU in a New College class
run by veteran kayaker Jim
Welsh. The course is taught
on Wednesdays from 5 to 7
p.m. in the Men’s Gym.
, Students may enroll in the
one unit kayaking course
through New College.
"I started kayaking as a
student in the program two
arri a half years ago and now
I’m teaching the course"
Welsh said. "I got the bug,
the fever, kayaking will do

that to you."
The sport is up and coining
and comparable to skiing in
its growing popularity, said
Welsh.
The course will involve
pool side instruction with an
optional river trip.
"It’s amazing the amount
one can learn from just the
pool sessions," said Welsh,
"learning techniques such as
safety, rolling techniques,
equipment and basic paddle
strokes."
People must report to New
College to sign up for the
class no later than 2 p.m.
today, the last day to add a
class. The course is free with
all equipment provided.

By Jeanie Schultz
away," said Mary Herm- Women’s Center.
Next
Jan.
1,
con- smeyer, supervising nurse.
Planned Parenthood has
traceptives may be legally
A student is usually long supported and imobtained by girls under 18 financially independent and plemented women’s right to
w;11i.ut parental consent, living away from home and control fertility, one official
’0 011.40._
sag.
under provisions of a law is emancipated in the eyes of said.
recently signed by Gov. the law, Hermsmeyer exLynne Reynolds, director
Brown.
plained.
of the Santa Clara agency,
In spite of the law, most
The percentage of student said the organization "has
agencies
have
been women under 18 on campus been serving minors for a
distributing
contraceptive is small, said Ginny Hoff- long time, because we
pills and devices to girls man, co-ordinator of the believe in this right."
under 18 anyway.
Minor girls already have
the right to have an abortion,
Midnight Show Sept. 26 & 27 (Fri IL Sat)
but prevention of pregnancy
has been curtailed by
Performance
restrictions on birth control
Mick Jagger & JaMOS Fox
This film is about madness and sanity. Almost in d
devices.
class
by itself. "Rated X"
Jim Welsh, instructor of a New College kayaking course, splashes down the Stanislaus River.
Existing codes permit
girls at least 15 years old
200 Motels
the Mothers of Invention, Frank Zappe & Ringo Starr
living away from home,
COMIC antics, MIS film is a predecessor of the Groove
married under-age women
rube.
or welfare recipients to
Sept. 27-29 (SatMon)
obtain the contraceptives.
The Lion in Winter
Middle-class young women
Peter O’Toole, Katherine Hepburn
living at home are the most
Historical drama set In tire dark Court of King Henry II
affected by the existing law.
of England.
health officials say.
The Virgin and the Gypsy
Women under 18 seeking
Joanne Shimkus, Franco Nero
help at the Health Center at
The story adapted from D. H. Lawrence’s short novel
WASHINGTON (AP)
price Increases until the SJSU have encountered no
Is about a 19.year-old Victorian girl’s awakening to
sexuality by a sensual gypsy.
Congress and President energy impasse between problems.
across from Original Joe’s
306 S. first St. 294.3800
University police, while Ford apparently reached Ford and Congress is
No one has been turned
STUDENTS $1.50
investigating a hit-and-run agreement yesterday to re- resolved, so there has been
mimmoimmimIlMIM M=Mionmininiimi ON IN ----accident, arrested a suspect establish oil price controls no significant impact yet of
on
three
unrelated through Nov. 15.
the price control removal on
Back to School
There was an indication Sept. 1.
misdemeanors.
that
Ford
and
Ford asked permission to
the
Pete Duran, 35, 263 La Democratic -controlled meet with Senate -House
Pala Drive, Apt ... 2. was Congress are making a new conferees who are beginning
arrested Wednesday night effort to compromise their work on energy-conservation
for having a car tape deck differences over long-range and oil-pricing bills passed
with
serial
numbers energy policy.
by the two houses.
removed, driving with a
Under a plan worked out in
"We’d be pleased to" meet
suspended license and ob- a Senate Democratic caucus, with Ford, said Sen. Henry
taining a driver’s license oil price controls will be M. Jackson, D-Wash., who
under false pretences said restored, retroactive to Sept. will head the Senate conpolice.
1, when they originally ex- ferees.
Come and try our delicious Mexican food In a tidy
"It’s rather unprecedented
The license plate to pired.
atmosphere. Our service Is clean, quick and friendly.
Republican leaders said but...we will go along," 111 Wear. open Mon.-Thurs, llam to 9pm. Pet. llam
Durales car was found at a
buys two enchiladas.
the
move
Jackson
added.
to 12pm. Sat. 9am to 3am and Sun. 9am to 12 pm.
is
acceptable
to
Sept. 6 hit and run accident
with rice and beans
The House already has
scene occurring at Seventh Ford.
111
Offer good until Oct. 2 with this ad
Plazita
Oil companies apparently passed an extension of
and San Fernando streets
89 E. San Fernando (between 2nd and 3rd). 292-2069
have been holding back on controls through Oct. 31.
said police.

r.:AM 1.1 it A ’.)N

Price
levels
New help for leads to
back on oil?
night studies arrest
Hit -run

which ale armed, have also
intensified their supervision
of the entire campus at
night," Bunzel said.
The guides will be on duty
from about 6:30 p.m. to 10:30
p.m.
Monday
through
Improved lighting on Thursday.
campus, more university
"We also are providing
offices with extended hours careful supervision in all
and a new "Evening Guide" areas of the Seventh Street
service to provide security parking garage at night,"
and assist students are Bunzel said, adding that
aimed at convincing students garage personnel also are
the campus is safe for equipped with two-way
evening classes. "Incidents radios to contact campus
of of crime are extremely police.
low on our campus," Bunzel
Bunzel said
campus
said.
lighting was considerably
He said the measures are improved last spring and
being taken to keep the that lighting will be further
developed as needs are
campus safe after dark.
The evening guide service identified and resources can
began operation Sept. 9 and be made available.
The
university
and
consists of students employed by the university to members of the community
provide directions and are joining in a task force to
assistance. The men and study both "long-term and
women guides wear official short-term means of meeting
white windbreakers and the problems of the neighcarry two-way radios for borhoods surrounding the
contact with campus police. campus," Bunzel said.
-The university police,

Beefed up security and
increased services are being
offered to protect and help
some 10,400 evening students
this semester, according to
President John Bunzel.

Student studies
science writing

She won the same ARCS
award last year for $2,500.
She says she is grateful for
the financial aid as it permits her to devote more time
to studies.
New curriculum
Her academic program in
developing science writing
skills is supervised by
Dennis Brown, Journalism
Department chairman.

education programs for
forest lands near Ojai.
Baumgart added that she
is still a little uncertain
about what she will do after
graduation, but like most
people she has an ideal.
"I’d like to work for the
Christian Science Monitor,"
she said, "because I subscribe to their ethics."

Fire prevention
Besides working for the
U.S. Forest Service and
teaching at the junior high
Baumgart
has
level,
developed geology, ecology,
fire
prevention
and

Student
(2 3 LI 5 6

nabbed

Vi would not show student
identification or passport
information to the store
officials, said the campus
police report. He was taken
to the University Police
headquarters in handcuffs.
Vi produced identification
there and was released with
a misdemeanor citation,
Correll said.
"We could have done it at
the store," Correll said of the
citation.
He said a citation is the
usual procedure in a
shoplifting case, especially
one involving a student.
The police can then be sure
the student will be "locally
available," he explained
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Vi "was not cooperative to
store security" and the
University Police were
called, according to Sgt. Bill
Correll of the campus
security force.

The curriculum was set up
about two years ago at the
request of Ames Research, a
local company involved in
the space program.
Baumgart said the company took a public relations
interest in the program and
that it often employs journalism students seeking
intern positions.

Duran’s car demolished
the Seventh Street barriers
and struck a parked car. The
struck car was moved more
than 12 feet according to
police.
The police are still investigating to find out who
drove the car.

An SJSU student named
Chao Vi was apprehended
shortly
after
I
p.m.
yesterday in the Spartan
Bookstore and charged with
shoplifting.

Susan Baumgart

Mexican Restaurant

.

at store

By Keith Miley
One SJSU student is
studying in a totally new
field designed to bridge the
gap between scientific
complexities
and
the
layman.
Susan
Baumgart,
a
graduate student in mass
communications,
is
developing the skills of a
science writera journalist
who attempts to interpret
scientific information for the
general public.
Scholarship awarded
Baumgart, who has a B.A.
degree in geology, a minor in
music, and a secondary
teaching credential, is attending SJSU this year on a
$3,000 scholarship awarded
by
the
Achievement
Rewards
for
College
Scientists (ARCS).
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The Hewlett-Packard
HP-21 Scientific
$125.00’
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The Hewlett-Packard
HP-25 Scientific Programmable
$195.00’

The calculations you face require no less.
Today, even so-called "non -technical" courses
(psych, sac, bus ad, to name 3) require a variety of technical calculationscomplicated calculations that become a whole lot easier when
you have a powerful pocket calculator.
Not surprisingly, there are quite a few such
calculators around, but ours stand apart, and
ahead. We started it all when we introduced the
world’s first scientific pocket calculator back in
1972, and we’ve shown the way ever since.
’I he calculators you see here are our newest,
the first of our second generat ion. Both offer you
technology you probably won’t find in competitive calculators for some time to come, if ever.
Our I1P-21 performs all arithmetic, log and
trig calculations, including rectangular/polar
conversions and common antilog evaluations.

It’s display is fully formatted, so you can choose
between fixed decimal and scientific notation.
Our 1-JP-25 does all thatand much, much
more. It’s programmable, which means it can
solve automatically the countless repetitive
Problems every science and engineering student
faces.
With an 11P-25, you enter the keystrokes
necessary to solve the problem only once.
Thereafter, you just enter the variables and
press the Run/Stop key for an almost instant
answer accurate to 10 digits.
Before you invest in a lesser machine, by all
means do two things : ask your instructors
about the calculations their courses require; and
see for yourself how effortlessly our calculators
handle them.

Both the HP-1 and HP-2 5 are almost
certainly on display at your bookstore. If not,
call us, toll -free, at 800-538-7922 (in Calif.
800-662-9862) for the name of an HP dealer
near you.
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Soccer team blanks Hayward 3-0 for first win

Doe Ann Han
John Smillie (left in white) and Joe Garrotto attempt to block off CSU, Hayward opponent.

By Dennis Wynne
Coach Julie Menendez said
that it would be just a matter
of time before the SJSU
soccer team won its first
game.
Last Wednesday, against
CSU Hayward, the time was
about ten minutes.
Scott Stisser was rating
toward the Pioneer goal on a
breakaway and was tripped
from behind by Hayward’s
Al Cherry.
That gave the Spartans a
penalty kick which team cocaptain John Smillie drilled
into the lower left hand
corner of the net, making the
score 1-0.
After that goal SJSU took
over the game, shutting off
the Hayward offense and
adding two second half goals
to garner SJSU’s first win of
the year, 3-0.
Sweet revenge
It was sweet revenge for
the booters, having lost by
the same score last week on
the Pioneer field.
An elated coach Julie
Menendez was quick to
praise the defense.
"We contained their wide
fullbacks. That number 19
(Bernard Bourteria, who
scored two goals in the first
game and is Hayward’s

Wants a shot at NCAA championship

Soccer co-captain sets sights high
Jim Fox, co-captain of the SJSU soccer team wants only
one thing out of his senior yearto be a member of the NCAA
championship team.
"I set my sights high," claimed the 23-year old senior,
"and that’s my only sight."
Fox said nothing else would mean anything to him.
"I don’t care if I make all-sandlot, I just want to win the
championship."
Fox conceded that the Spartans have a long way to go
before even getting a shot at the NCAA finals but said he feels
that they can do it.
Good team
"We have one heck of a good team. All we lack is a little
experience."
He added the squad will also have to prepare themselves
mentally, convince themselves they are good enough to win
the title.
"We’re also going to have to play as a unit and not as a
bunch of individuals. You have to know what your teammates are doing."
He added that the defense was "steady" and the
goalkeepers were doing a good job but that everyone is "a
little apprehensive" and all could use some improvement.
Confidence builder
Fox, a physical education major, said the 3-0 win over
Hayward last Wednesday could be the confidence builder the
club needed and "the turning point of our season."
He cited the SJSU game against the Earthquake Industrial
League All-stars as a example of the frustration the booters
have suffered so far.
Even though the contest ended in a 1-1 tie, Fox said, "we
totally dominated the game."
"We had our opportunities, but the ball has hit the posts,
the bar, everything except the back of the net."
Tough going
Fox said it will be tough going in the NCAA playoffsbut
before they even get there the team must first complete a
rugged schedule which includes UCLA, Chico State
University and the University of San Francisco.
He felt wins over those three squads were important. "If
we can beat them, we’re in the playoffs.
SJSU will also compete in the West Coast Intercollegiate
Soccer Conference (WCISC) which includes the Spartans,
USF, U.C. Berkeley, the University of the Pacific, Santa
Clara University and Stanford University.
Fox said USF will be the toughest competitionthey are
the only other team besides SJSU to have won the WCISC
title.

Women hockey squad
gun for national crown;
balance key to season
By Pablo Rozal
For the first Gm in
college sports history, a
national women’s field
hockey championship is up
for grabs.
And, according to the
coaches, ty SJSU field
hockey team may be the first
national champs.
Technically, all teams
have a chance, however,
these optimistic chants are
not just a verbal "psyche
up" for the players.
"The potential is there,"
according to coaches Leta
Walters and Carolyn Lewis.
"Only two time factors,
team
and
experience
coordination separate us
from this goal," Walters
said.
Jenny Enos, senior goalie,
agreed. "We’re definitely
talented," she said, "and
Walters and Lewis are great
coaches."
This confident feeling that
pervades the teams at first

seems irrational for, according to all three sources,
there are no "super" players
on the squads.
However, Walters stated,
"Most of the players are of
equally high ability."
Herein lies an important
championship aspect of the
club. The personnel is
beautifully designed for
team play.
No single player can be
dominant on a successful
field hockey team, according
to coaches.
"We have a very good
group of girls who are totally
committed for national
victory and for long, arduous
practice. None of the players
begrudge the fact that some
are better than they are,"
Walters said.
Thus far, no designations
between varsity and junior
varsity have been made.
The squads will engage in
a scrimmage Saturday at
Chico State University.

goalie on a 20 yard shot with
26 minutes gone in the final
half.
The Spartans had another
goal taken away Stisser
unloaded a head shot with
the goalie out of the net.

[Spartan Datil

sports
leading scorer) got only one
shot and 15 Monty 011a, who
got the other goal in the first
game) didn’t get any."
Credit for stopping the two
top Hayward scorers goes to
Malcolm Stevens and Joe
Garrotto. Menendez said
both of them were new at
fullback this year and were
adjusting well to the
position.
Glad to win
Menendez also said he
would have been happy
winning 1-0, but added "I’m
glad we beat them 3-0
because we turned it around
on them."
"Our guys came of age and
we have put it all together
and become a team."
As with the first game
there were many penalties
called, 36 against Hayward
and 31 against SJSU.
Menendez was expecting a
physical game and said, "we
held our own."
Jim Fox, the booters’ other
co-captain said the win was
the turning point of the year.
"We’re playing great, this
is the best we’ve played so
far this year," he said.
Penalty kick perfect
Fox had a chance to fire
the penalty kick which gave
SJSU the first goal but opted
to let Smillie have it.

Fox said Smilhe’s attempt
was perfect. "No goalie
could have got that shot."
Smillie conceded that he
was a little nervous about the
penalty attempt but said that
first goal was "just what we
needed" at that time.
Ayman Helrny accounted
for the second Spartan score
at the ten minute mark of the
second half.
Smillie had a direct free
kick after a penalty and
passed off the ball to
Helmey, who was left wide
open on the left side of the
goal.

However the Pioneers’
Dennis Rashe happened to
be in the right place at the
right time and knocked the
ball away, inches in front of
the goal.
At the other end of the field
the fine goalwork of Paul
Coffee kept Hayward off of
the board for most of the
night, the sophomore net
minder recording seven
saves.
Rick Sanchez replaced
Coffee for the final 15
minutes of the contest and
recorded two saves

hiklk
dIFFNic

The goalie had no chance
for it as Helmey fired the
ball across the goal and into
the lower right hand corner.

20% GUYS & GALS
OFF STY LE CUTS
CURLY WAVES
,vith coupon
294-4086
,T14 FOURTH ST.

The final goal came when
Jim Mimmack took a pass
from Stevens, dribbled
around his man and beat the
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Sept. 26 & 27
Lady Bo
and

Family Jewels
SKY CREEK EVERY SUNDAY
849 W. San Carlos

ORIGINAL SAM’S

ONE DAY COURSE
Presented by B.A. R.
Course conducted by the foremost test developers in the nation!
Our method gives you a SPECIFIC TECHNIQUE for EACH SECTION of the LSAT...
you will meet the LSAT on its own terms!
Course includes PRACTICE LSAT, for utilizing techniques given to you...
Each student receives INDIVIDUAL PROFILE of strengths and weaknesses for each
section...
We’re testing specialists; we’re fast; we’re efficient.., and best of all, our method will
MAXIMIZE YOUR SCORE on the LSAT.
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Life is not always so easy for SJSU soccer player Jim Fox, right.

USF has also done a lot of recruiting overseas and has built
themselves a powerhouse.
Isn’t worred
But Fox isn’t worried.
"SJSU has always been a power and the other teams got up
for us. We’ll just have to get up for USF.
Even if SJSU makes the NCAA playoffs they still would
have an uphill battle.
"Winning the nationals would be the toughest, you’ve got so
many fine teams."
"Soccer teams are really getting better. Instead of going
against one or two good teams almost everybody is up
there."
. Fox came to SJSU from Buchser High School in Santa
Clara and played two years for West Valley Junior College.
Show leadership
He is one of two seniors on the squad and said his role is to
settle down the younger players. He said he wants to show
leadership "to keep the defense together as a unit."
"But I’m just one of the guys," Fox laughed, "In fact
they (the newer players) help me out a lot too."
"This is one heck of a good team," claimed Fox. "I wish I
could stay around for a couple of more years and play on it."
"We may not have it all together yet, but we’re starting to,"
he said, "and when we do, we’re going to win everything."

Registration accepted at door

For more Info, please call us at:
LA (213) 937-3820
SF (415) 885-5753
SD (714) 239-4443
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The initial release of this film
was exploited as a sex film and
only recently has gained
recognition as the masterpiece
it is.

TUITION $40.00

BARNET NOCK

The Films of

Ingmar Bergman

LA(Oct. 4)
SF (Oct.5)
SD (Oct. 5)
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Al Feuerbach, amateur world record holding shot putter, is
not on the SJSU physical education staff because his
peripatetic schedule would not allow him to teach classes and
still compete.
That is the word from Dr. John Caine, men’s athletic
director.
Last spring, when the hiring of Feuerbach was first
mentioned, Caine expressed concern that it would be difficult
to get Feuerbach to teach classes and coach.
If Feuerbach were to only coach, then his standing as an
amateur would be questioned by the Amateur Athletic Union,
i America’s guarantor of sports competition for sport’s sake.
It was sad to see Dave Wasick, last year’s player of the
year in the PCAA as a defensive end for SJSU’s grid squad,
hobbling around on crutches at the Spartan-Santa Clara
University game three weeks ago.
Drafted on the sixth round by the Kansas City Chiefs in last
spring’s National Football League ()LFN
draft, Wasick was
injured in a pre-season game in August.
He tore a knee while playing on the kickoff teams and will
miss the entire season.
Wasick was given a good chance to make the Chiefs for he
was joining a losing team with many veteran players who
had worn out their welcomes.
Now by the time he recovers it may be too late to win a spot
on the roster.
Two ex-Spartans who are making it in professional football

are Cody Jones and Charles DeJurnett, both defensie
tackles.
Jones, class of 1971, and DeJurnett, ’72, play for teams in
Southern California.
DeJurnett starts for the Southern California Sun of the
World Football League, while Jones rides the bench for the
Los Angeles Rams of the NFL.
In case anyone abstained from reading the sports pages
this summer, the Spartan track squad finished fourth at the
NCAA outdoor championships held in June at Provo, Utah.
Look for San Diego State University to be booted out of the
PCAA at the conference meetings in December.
Apparently San Diego’s request to go independent in
football and still compete in the PCAA in other sports has not
gone over too well with other conference members.
Among those schools that might take San Diego’s place
are. Weber State University and former PCAA members UC
Santa Barbara and CSU, Los Angeles.
The NFL has always been vigilante on keeping a taint free
record in regard to gambling.
Yet upon picking up any of the pro football annuals that
come out this time of the year, one finds that they are full of
advertisements for tip sheets "guaranteed" to beat the point
spread.
These magazines carry rosters and statistics that are only
available from the league itself.

main!) roreign athlete’s.
The NCAA runner-up, UCLA, claimed it was the rightful
champion for it had no foreigners on its temn, arid e% av(rd
little American flags to illustrate its point.

May be the NFL’s publicity and anti -gambling personnel
ought get together for lunch once in a while.
Gary Davidson, that master of non-ceremonies who helped
bring second professional football, basketball and ice hockey
leagues onto the American sporting scenes, is at it again.
A recent wire service report had him formulating plans for
a professional bowling lecgue.
As usual for these enterprises. Davidson said he hoped the
league would be financially solvent till a multi-million dollar
television package could be arranged.
There is nothing wrong with these leagues forming.
More athletes are given a chance to earn a living at what
they enjoy doing most and fans in a greater number of cities
can boast that their’s is a "big league town."
The problem with Davidson’s ploys is that none of his
leagues has landed a television contract.
Davidson usually sells his interest in these leagues early
and for a good profit and then carpetbags his way out of town.
Davidson should start a professional league for those
wishing to remain silent, and make himself the charter
member.

But UCLA in the past has had athletes from Fran:,
Nationalist China, Australia, Finland and New Zealand, t.
name a few countries, on its NCAA championship teams
It sounds like sour grapes.
The presence of foreign athletes on the collegiate sr(
scene only enhances the level of competition, an octu
that should be greeted positively by athlete and fan
Senior linebacker Carl Ekern, leading returning tack
the SJSU football team, has a chance to be the first Sp..’
to make all-PCAA first team three years in a row.

HUMANISTIC PSYCHOLOGY
films

Poloists test
SF St., Cards
this weekend
The SJSU water polo team
will get the first real test of
its season this weekend when
they
face
Stanford
University tomorrow at 11
a.m, in the Cardinals pool.
The squad will also play
today against San Francisco
State University at 3 p.m. at
De Anza Junior College in
Cupertino.
In today’s game, coach
Mike Monsees hopes to win
by a large margin over the
Gators, but the Stanford
contest would be a different
matter.
The Cardinals defeated
CSU Long Beach, 5-1. The
49ers figure to be the
Spartans top competition in
the PCAA.
He said the outcome of
Saturday’s game could
provide some insight into the
battle in the PCAA. "We
would like to beat Stanford,
or at least make a better
showing than Long Beach
did."
Monsees said his squad
will unveil a new offense
against the Cards. In it, the
attacking players play more
ball control and also the
Spartans play a stronger
defensive game.
There is no admission
harge for either game.

Spa ri an I)aiIs

sports
last year," Spartan coach off strong efforts against the
Darryl Rogers said. "No University of Oregon.
question."
Field goal specialist Lou
"Last year" was when the Rogriguez, who kicked a 52Spartans rallied to tie the yarder last week, said he’s
Cards 21-21.
hoping for touchdowns.
"I like kicking PAT’s
Stanford is 0-1-1 and the
Spartans stand 2-0.
(point-after-touchdowns)
Both squads use similar more than field goals,"
offenses and defenses. In the Rodriguez said. "Those goal
Stanford system, Mike posts look so small when
Cordova is the quarterback. you’re 50 yards away."
Cordova has led the
He successfully converted
Stanford team to a No. 3 a 58 yard field goal in
national ranking in passing practice, however.
offense.
Team looks toward Stanford
Proffitt is the man. for
Rodriguez said the team
has been pointing for
SJSU.
Strong throwing arm
Stanford.
"The
A senior in his first mr as
whole
team first string signal-caller, has everybody -has been
demonstrated a strong and looking to this game,"
sometimes
accurate Rodriguez said. "They
throwing arm.
(Stanford) are gonna be high
He picked apart Santa after Michigan."
Clara University for 283
Points have not been a
yards passing in the Spar- plentiful commodity for the
tans initial encounter.
Spartans, who have relied on
Primary
targets
in the defensive unit for supProffit’s sights are Gary port.
Maddocks, No. 22; Maurice
It takes a coordinated
Hill, 27 and Dan Prager, 30. effort to post two straight
Prager is expected to go full shutouts
13-0 vs Santa
tilt after two weeks on the Clara, 5-0 vs. Oregon) and
injured list.
Faumuina and Ekern have
Proffitt also likes to hit his been the chief coordinators.
running backs with passes
A strong rush triggers a
over the middle and on the good pass defense and it will
flat.
be up to Faumuina, Kim
Tailbacks Mary Stewart, Bokamper and Fred Ford to
44 and Rick Kane, 17 and provide pressure on Stanfullbacks Bill Crumley, 33, ford’s Cordova.
and Darrell Jenkins, 45, are linebackers provide defense
Linebackers Ekern, Jim
the men to watch.
The Spartans may attempt Tardieu, Rick Booth and
to establish their passing Vance Topps will provide a
game at first to open holes in line of defense in front of the
secondary.
the Stanford defense.
They hope to pick the right
Tailbacks
Kane
and
Stewart hope to run through times to blitz Cordova.
these holes. Both are coming
Topps and Ekern were

Smash Hit!
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Alan Watts’

America has often accused Communist bloc nations of
using athletics to foster political gains.
But why is it that the infusion of foreign athletes on
collegiate teams is being met with protests?
The University of Texas at El Paso won the NCAA outdoor
track team championship last June with a team composed of
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SAN JOSE CENTER
for the PERFORMING ARTS
TUESDAY, OCT. 7 at 8 PM
Tickets 610 orris

best bet!

3.50 grand tier

SAN JOSE BOX OFFICE
912 TOWN I COUNTRY VILLAGE 246-1160
Benefit

Black Theatre Workshop

If Cordova gets hot, he
could pass for 350 yards.
And if that happens, the

Green’s

Buddhism, Man and Nature
Bin feedback

announcements
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
Reach over 23,000 people in the SJS
community
in
the
SPARTAN
DAILY -3rd largest daily in Santa
Clara County
MWF 10 12.30 1.30 3,02
TTH II 12:30 1:30 3.00
Dept. of Journalism and Advertising
Second Floor
The Christian Science Organization at
CSUSJ extends an invitation to all
students to visit our testimony
meetings in which proofs of God’s
allness are shared each Thursday at
7:30 in Memorial Chapel on campus.
The Marketing Club is for all majors,
fresh thru seniors. 58 membership
fee can hell, you get priority reg. /1
classes you need. We want YOU to
join!! Call Kathl w 996 3092.
Don’t pay full price for books! Save SO
per cent on most used books. College
Book Sellers, eel E San Carlos nr
10th
Christian Weekend Yo0a.Meditation
17 19
Retreat.
Friday,
Oct
Beginners and advanced students
For details. call 292 6359
Hand Made Custom Rings bracelets.
necklaces, your creation set in
silver or gold, use of turquoise,
coral, opals jet or diamonds.
replace and repair any Inlay,
channel or fractured stones; siring,
work done by Zuni expert, free
estimates; terms avail. John Soto
2871790
Friday Flicks presents Emmanuel.
Rated X. Show times? 1 10, Morris
Daily Cud , Fri. Sept. 26. Next week
California Split.
Sprout Sandwiches with tomato and
lettuce all kinds. Milk shakes. fresh
carrot juice
Food Stamps OK.
Margrothe’s Sandwiches, 126 E. San
Salvador. between 3rd and 4th 298
3018
Ballet-For fun, agility, exercise and
grace. Special classes for the
college age beginner. Classes now
forming for beginning and in
termediate students.
Euf razia
School of Ballet 241 1300
Display: Reviving art of embroidery
Blouses Oaxaca Mexico Sorts From
SIO 40 WTHF 7th and San Carlos

This
Li
iensOblectIvIsts1
campus needs on alternative to the
Young Socialists! Call Libertarian
Campus Alliance 294 1864 eves.
weekends
Oct 445 2nd Great Depression Fairs
ISO Craftsmen, live music Theater
Arts, Across from SJSU Library.
downtown Si Come in costume For
formation phonr 786 6776
re,

for sale
SAVE THIS ADIII
Before you purchase any T V., Hi F.
Car Steno, or Tape Equipment,
check with us for big discounts on
over 300 male’ brands. We also
manufacture a cOmplete line of
quality
speaker
systems
and
recording tapes wholesale to Me
Public
SOUNDS UNIQUE 995 7692

the Yoga of the West

Discussion:
Integrative Humanistic Psychology
Consciousness East and West
Icy C

Singh VVallia, Ph.

D.

Friday 7.30 to 9 p.m.
$repeated
2
$l;
line ent
pro,gram
each Friday through Nov. 28)

general

Psychological Studies Institute
580 College Avenue
Palo Alto

Spartans chance of winning
is about as likely as finding a
polar bear in the desert

PSI. is

a nonprofit Graduate School in Humanistic

Psycholoov

THIS COUPON GOOD OR

OFF

$15

MAGOO’S

ON THE PURCHASE
OF ANY LARGE PIZZA

PIZZA ARIORPUll

3, 197,1

onprin l’.pirei,

430 N. SANTA CRUZ AVE., LOS GATOS

354-5208
mmi IMP lee

Professional Typing Call Eves
266 5727

classified

Kung Fu Beginning class Mon (starts
9 791 or wed 110 11 7 15 830 PM
Price S9 for g wks Register in A S
Business Office in Student Union

A Spartan

classified

named
PCAA
defense
defensive player of the week
back-to-back.
Stanford’s ground attack is
led by Ron Inge, who has yet
to get untracked this year.
Stanford’s rushing game is
unreliable,
primarily
because the Card’s offensive
line islgeared to block for the
pass.
When Cordova does pass,
it will test the Spartans’
secondary of Gerald Small,
Rick
James,
James
Ferguson and Joe Glaspie.
Those pass defenders have
been airtight in two games,
but have yet to face a
combination like Cordova to
Tony Hill

and discussions

Films:

Grid squad to test Stanford ’powerhouse’
By Tom Stienstra
Their numbers are 14, 74
and 58.
Their names are Roger
Proffitt, Wilson Faumuina
and Carl Ekern.
And a large part of the
SJSU football team’s hopes
against powerhouse Stanford
University hinge on these
individuals’ performances.
Kickoff time is 1:50
Saturday afternoon at
Stanford Stadium in Palo
Alto.
It will be quarterback
Proffitt’s job to get some
SJSU points on the board.
Defensive
lineman
Faumuina and linebacker
Ekern will spearhead a
defense
attempting to
prevent Stanford from doing
the same.
Jobs tough
Their jobs are tough.
"I think they (Stanford)
are better than they were

r
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"TURQUOISE RUGS ’N LEATHER"
Tye dye and India Bedspreads, SS 00
plus Bracelets, rings. chokers, 57.50
and over Incense, glasses, clothing,
purses, rugs
FUNKY JIM’S
74 E. San Fernando 998 2581
"Just an old fashioned head shop"
Yamaha CS2 100.510.886 miles
66
7 M.P.H. Chris at 2984507. 6260.
MaxiVan 1973
Dodge Automatic
Trans., Power Steering, brakes, air
cond.. Radio 47 N. 11th Best Offer
Takes
For Sale: 2 Nishiki Intl 1050. bikes. 21
and 23 in , excel. cond. S115 each 274
1369
YAMAHA RD 350 1974 Low use, like
new, many convenience extras 5950
NIKKOR AUTO LENS 21 mm 1.20
Perfect condition $130
LOWA
ALPSPITZE Top Grade hiking boots
excellent condition women’s site 7,
$45 Call 3719090
For Sale, 5 speed Schwinn Collegiate
Bike Barely usel PO 510$, asking
180 Call 739 8919
Twin Bed. Good condition. $35 or best
offer Don 244 8398 after 6 pm

help wanted
Telephone sales -Our office Salary
Eves 59. Neat appearance Strong,
mature voice. 3 months work. 2105.
First, Suite 515 SJ Jaycees. Day
work also available.
Interviews
daily 9:30.13, 1.3,
TypistClerk
Wanted: Work 4 hrs.
daily, Monday through Friday- Type
0070 WPM, good at arithmetic,
clear handwriting, neat appearance.
steady. S7.75 per hour. Mrs. M 798
4900.
Weekend work -phone sales $.3 10 per
hour to starr Green Thumb Lawn
Service 245 4910.
Youni qu aaaaa leek needs male at
tendont to work morning afternoon
hrs. May be flexible. Please call
Rich Riley after 2 pm 3196549
Interview Heusewives-$2.50 3 hr.
Advertise
Low Cost Meats
in
Residential Areas. No actual selling.
but requires neat appearance and
friendly, out going personality
Work 3 to 4 hrs , as your schedule
permits. 290.4900
Need SUKH for FYYsics 2A. Call Julie at
241 3085 after 10 pm.

Part.time Female Cocktail Servers.
Cash Daily $3 per hour Apply in
person 950 SI First 59 p.m

Lost. 55 Photosun Glasses in tan case
women’s gym area Please return
Reward No ques. asked 792 1188

Need tutor for Geometry 106 Call Pam
266 3202

REWARD tor return of multicolored
Pancho brown. orange, gold. hand
crotchetect by mother. Lost betwen
OMHsand admin. Call (41S) 7920108

Parttime retail merchandiser Bristol
In
Myers IS hrs-week Need car
teview Oct 7 See jOb listing serv

housing

Single Adults Enrich your life by at
tending .coffee. fellowship & Bible
10 15am. Sundays, Bit
sludy B45t0:
0 Sweden Restaurant (behind Sears.
San Carlos 8. Meridian) Provision
for children.

Visit The El Dorado
315 E. San Fernando
,urn. 2 I3drm. ii, 13th. Spacious units.
pool. AEK, carpets, laundry. prkg
Across from Engrg. Bldg 99/1 56721

Need Cash? Sell your books at College
Book Sellers, 481 E. San Carlos, nr

tote. we buy

anytime. 7060637

Private room, bath, beautiful new
home. 15 min from campus 5100
mo 725 5192

Friday Flicks presents Emmanuel.
Rated X. Show times? & 10. Morris
Fri, Sept 26 Next
Dailey Cud
week Cwiternia Split

Speckles deluxe duplex In Los Gatos
Woman grad student wanted to
share. Call after 6 P.m 3501161

Girls.
Need
Money?
S pd
tor
marriage Please call after 3 Pm
7590010 Ash for Leo

MEE=

3 Ildrm House, 2 bth fireplace. ww
arpt S300 ’no Walking distance to
SJS 258 9631 after 5 prn
hrs
14750

Roommate for 3 be , 1 Oa house Rent
is 5.100 Quiet. sunny, SJ location
Call 984 0483
Roommate wanted: Share expenses in
Ig 2 berth apt 592.50 and a util 10th
8, Reed Avail Oct. I. Call Gerard
99$ 5037 after 5 Pm
1 Br. Furn, pd, la food garden quiet
E Foothills, nr bus 112 Garage 294
3673
Furn. Apt.: 1 Bedroom, env carpet.
garage. Elec & H70 Pd.. 5135 38 S
4th St No. 7 Call 28$ 8383

Help Wanted
o Housing
a Lost and Found
a Personals

North Valley Sec aaaaa lat Service
Term
papers resumes senior
proiects theses letters 75 cents
page and up Fast Accurate 762
1923
Experienced typist for SJSU students
and business. Syort Notice. 2671119,
Nan
Getting Married? Discount Flowers
guarantees you the most beautiful
bridal
bouquets and wedding
decorations Whether your wedding
is a small one ore large formal one,
you should kmw that we have been
saving our customers 30 50 percent
Ott most florist prices! Why pay
more? Call for a free estimate 17
years experience 996 1257

Each
addl.
non&
day
35
.35
.35
.35

o Services
a Transportation
o Trawl

Fast. amoral. typing;
Reports (IBM Carbon)
Reynolds 570 75114

Suana and
am to 6 p m
16

On you really care about Handicapped
People? Would you like to share a
nice apartment with him? If you
would, please call Robert Hall, 298
2308

Private room, bath. beautiful new
home. IS min from campus 5100
mo. 225 5192
San Fernando
turn 1 Bdrm. Ii, 0th. Spacious units,
pool. CEO. carpets, laundry, prkit
Across from Engrg Bldg 998 56721

Country Cottage. Free for
housework day Car needed
Clayton Rd 259 1276 eves

Wedding Consultants will bring to you
personal
service at the 100e6t
prices
Fragrant bOuguets and
lovely arrangements will cresla a
splendid look for your wedding, You
can also design a special memory
with Our invitations, custom veils,
and other wedding items Order one
or all. A special gift with your 114rai
order Call Luv’s Flowers for in
formation or appointment. 769 4955
or 378 8044 eves
French girl to give private tufo, ,
sessions in your own home Pia.’
according to ability to pay, 265 4703

personals

Teacher wants to share 7 room house
with responsible male. Call 225 5345
between 7.11 am . 5 10 pm. Brace
Nr Tully and 101.

Check a Classification
Cl

lost and found

eves, and
Immediate parttime,
weekends Painting house Nos,
distributing notices, or collecting
S150.hr. Neat appearance. Call 244
0425 bet. 5.7 per

One Two Three Four Five
day days days days days
3 lines $1.50 2.00 2.25 2.40 2.50
4 lines
2.00 2.50 2.75 2.90 3.00
Slim..
2.50 3.00 3.25 3.00 3.50
6 lines
3.00 3.50 3.75 390 4.00
Each additional line add:
.50
.50
.50
.50
.50
Minimum Three Lines One Day
Semester rate fall issues) $25.00

o Automotive
o Entertainment
For Sol*

Typing -Fast-Professional
Reasonable rates 259 0267

Tiller is one yr old -looking for up,
happy people to babysit Will trade
baked goods 8. or S 793.5478

(’a. sissified Rates

o Announcements

EE student looking for same to share 2
bedroom house 580mo. Uhl. pd.
Pets OK Furn Call eves 272 1382

Yoga Meditation for EVERY -BODY,
Weight towi figure control, good
health, strength, energy. flexioitilv,
tranquility. joy, peace of mind
FREE introductory classes Classes
held Mon thru Thurs. 7.30 Pm,
Christananda Yoga Center, 977
Asbury St., SJ (Off the Alameda,
across from the YMCA) Call us at
2926359

Theses
Ma-ria

. Student rates 11
Hotel Ste Ciao e 799

travel
Low Cost Flights From Oakland This
Fall and Winter. London Round Trir
Athens Round 1r op 5570
1369.
Nairobi Round Trip 5825. Johan
nesburg Round Trip 5865. India
Bombay Round Trip 5040 and many
others Car hire in England laIr
Escort Unitd
Fords
model
mileage. 550 per Week Low cost
London hotels. Call Jim Dewrer5e,
Travel 1137
British
6
tsratoge Ave. San Jose, CA. 91119
40111 446.5252.

transportation

Kaiser
Carpool: Santa Clara by
MWF long days TTh I am class
only Need books Hist 145 I. 151A
pm 296 2274

Fr ,Clay FI,CkS
e’en’s Emmanuel
Rated It Show times 10. 10 Mor r
Dailey Cud . Fri Sept 78 nevi we..
California Split

Print Your Ad Her.:
(Count approx. 37 letters and spaces for each line)

Print name

Phone__ _

Address_

City_
SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO:
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIED
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Enclosed is S _ _ For

Day

’Deadline, two days prior to put,
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’No refunds on cancelled ad!)
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Cost of living increase
proposed for faculty pay
By Kathi McDavid
A proposed 7.2 per cent
cost of living increase for
academic personnel at SJSU
and other state college
campuses was approved
Wednesday by the board of
trustees for the fiscal year
1976-77.
In addition, equity salary
adjustments of 5 per cent for
deans and academic vicepresidents, 4 per cent for
librarians and 5 per cent for
department chairmen was
included in the recommendation.
Salaries adjusted
The equity adjustments
were included "because of a
lag or differential in their
salaries. And also because
somebody decided that the
deans, vice-presidents, and
department chairmen should
get 5 per cent more than the
faculty", said David Brooks,

a representative from the example of this is the 1975-76
The
increases.
state college and university salary
trustees recommended a 10.4
public affairs office.
Salary proposals for non- per cent increase. The
academic personnel, which governor lowered that figure
includes top administrators to 8.4 per cent. The
as well as clerical staff will legislature kept the 8.4 per
be considered by the trustees cent figure, but Brown
lowered it again to 7.1 per
in an October meeting.
cent before he finally apRuns through channels
The trustees budget which proved the the salary inis part of the overall crease.
Increases projected
California budget, goes
"The salary increase for
through various channels for
review before the final next year is a projection
salary figures are set, said from this year’s salary
budget," said Brooks. The
Brooks.
First, the proposed salary board of trustees bases the
budget is sent to the post projection on a comparison
secondary education com- with the salaries of the
mittee. Then it goes to the academic personnel of 20
other institutions such as the
governor.
Hawaii,
of
The governor sends it to University
the legislature. And it finally Syracuse University and
comes back to the governor University of Wisconsin.
for his signature.
According to Brooks, an

Women join

WAR

Rape victims aided
By Ellen Linscott Lieberman
A woman who is raped in San Jose has
three choices.
She can keep it to herself and live with
the fear that she might meet her
assailant again.
She can call the police and county
hospital, where she may or may not get
sympathetic treatment.
Or, she can contact Women Against
Rape I WAR), the only volunteer agency
in San Jose designed specifically to meet
her needs.
Trained counselors at WAR discuss
the alternatives with her and serve as
advocates if she decides to report to the
police or go to the hospital for V.D. and
pregnancy checks.
With offices at the new Metropolitan
YWCA, 375 S. Third St., WAR sponsors a
24-hour rape crisis line as well as an
information and referral service. Their
crisis line number is 287-3000.
"We don’t give advice, just alternatives. We feel it’s the woman’s right to
make her own choices," said Doris, a
WAR volunteer.
Doris explained WAR advocates do not
give their last names as a matter of selfprotection.
Since January, 137 forcible rapes have
been reported to the San Jose Police
Department, according to the department’s statistics division.
WAR receives more than 200 raperelated calls per month. Exact statistics
for rape crisis calls were not available.
Happens everywhere
Rapes occur in all geographic areas of
the Santa Clara Valley, Doris said.
A woman is just as vulnerable in
Sunnyvale as she is in downtown San
Jose according to Doris.
"We’ve had calls from women who are
raped at home, while hitchhiking, as well
as on the street," she said.
After a rape, if a woman decides to
report the rape to the police, a uniformed
officer will be sent to her location, according to a pamphlet, "Stop Rape."
"Stop Rape" is a project of the YWCA,
WAR, American Association of
University Women and the Junior
!Rune.

The officer then must fill out an offense
report containing all the details of the
woman’s story and collect evidence.
Evidence might include clothing, so the
victim is taken home if necessary to
obtain extra clothing, according to the
pamphlet.
She is also taken to Valley Medical
Center by the police for a medical
examination and specimen check.
The specimen (vaginal wash) is taken
through evidence booking procedures
and is sent to the crime lab, the pamphlet
explains.
Policeman’s view
"This can be a heavy emotional trip for
a woman, not because of anger, but
because of embarrassment," explained
William Winter, a San Jose police officer
who has assisted on several rape reports.
Although he has neve: worked directly
with a WAR advocate, Winter stressed
that a woman needs help and support
after a rape.
"First, I make sure she’s all right, then
try to calm her down and question her
slowly," he said. "I also tell her rapes
happen all the time and there’s nothing to
be ashamed of."
Winter explained he "unfortunately
received no special training for dealing
with rape victims."
An attendant at the emergency room at
Valley Medical Center said she could not
explain their procedure in dealing with
rape victims because of a busy schedule.
However, the "Stop Rape" pamphlet
outlines a rape victim’s rights at the
hospital which include immediate
treatment, information about veneral
disease, body lice, pregnancy prevention
and infection, and a tranquilizer if
requested.
A WAR workshop will be held from
9:30 a.m. to 1 p.m., Saturday at the
YWCA for women interested in rape
issues as well as those who wish to
become advocates.
A session on self defense is also
planned.
The "Stop Rape," handbook will also
be available in a revised edition.
Further information may be obtained
by calling the YWCA, 295-4011.

Iranians may

face charge
University Police are
investigating to see if
charges should be leveled
against six Iranian students
involved in a fight outside
the west Student Union
entrance Wednesday afternoon.
The fight was sparked by a
political debate between a
member of the Committee
for Artistic and Intellectual
Freedom in Iran and a
member of the Iranian
Student Association ( ISA),
according to a police
spokesman.
Four ISA members joined
the fight against the Iranian
committee member said the
police spokesman.
With the fight occurring
near the Young Socialist
YSA ) literature
Alliance

table, an YSA member tried
to break up the fight. He was
not successful and the police
were called in.
CLOSING SOON!

vitro
ic Jo 0

STUDENT RUSH
11/2 price. 15 Min.
before curtain)
STUDENT DISCOUNT
($1.00 with ID.)
For GROUP SALES call
776-7614
The Lillie Fint The.. C33 rank
3in Ennui., NO, Office Phony 434,4730
Go Tic MP*, Macy’. & leading /karmic,

FREE

5.
00

BETTER HOMES &
GARDENS COOK BOOK

A SPECIAL PROMOTIONAL OFFER
FOR TODAY’S ACTIVE WOMAN

Dine Rite Corp., 384 Grand Ave., Oakland 95610
Age

Miss
Address City
Work Phon,

Phone
Sponsored by

Limited Offer
Must be over
18 years of age

Ptttt1h.

ALCO’S 30th

Vet hassles
Women Against Rape is a group of San Jose women helping rape victims.

MEALS
TN Nitwits

unintentional
Veterans Affairs Director
Bob Sampson yesterday
pointed out to the Spartan
Daily that the veterans
representatives program at
SJSU has not ever intentionally delayed
educational
benefits
inquiries to improve monthly
statistical reports.
The
Spartan
Daily
erroneously implied that the
program
intentionally
delayed the benefit to improve the statistical report.
In fact, an inquiry is

usually made by the vet reps
to the San Francisco
Veterans Administration
branch when a veteran
encounters a delay of his
payments.
The report charged that
there have been delays in the
"submission of educational
assistance inquiries, which
improves VA turn-around
statistics but further delays
payment of benefits to
veterans."
The Daily regrets the
error.

\
[

spartaguide

Alca is proud to announce their 30th Anniversary Celebration. We opened for business
in September of 1945 and to celebrate our
30th Anniversary we’re offering fantastic
values in the TV, stereo component and
Parts Departments. Remember, WHERE you
buy is just as important as what you buy...
so when you think of TV or stereo...Think
of ALCO, We’ve been around for 30 years!

Cassette Recorder

i
Supplemental Admission
Criteria (SAC) screening for
change-of-major students in
the Nursing Department will
be administered from 8 to
11:30 Monday morning in HB
404. Change -of -major
students may also be
screened a week from
Monday, Oct. 6, from 3 to 5
p.m. in the same room.
"Why Teachers Strike"
will be the topic of a forum
sponsored by the Young
Socialist Alliance at 8 tonight
in the S.U. Almaden Room.
Admission is one dollar.
An Anthropology Club
potluck dinner will be held at
5:30 this afternoon in the
basement of the Social
Sciences Building on Fourth
Street. Interested persons

WorGirlsWokrikni g

should contact Colleen
Culligan at 277-3201.
The Society for the
Advancement
of
Management, SAM, will hold
a speaker meeting at 7 p.m.
Tuesday at the Velvet Coach,
610 Coleman Ave. The
featured guest, Dr. Jack
Holland, will speak of, "Self
Motivation in a Changing
Society." Mixed drinks will
be available for 50 cents,
beer and wine for 25 cents.

NOW
AT
ALCO

The
Inter -varsity
Christian Fellowship is
sponsoring square dance
instruction at 7:30 every
Saturday night until Dec.
13in the Women’s Gym, WG
101. Donations will be accepted.

We BUY JUNK VW’S
SELL VW’S
AND VW PARTS
REPAIR VW’S

Gertie’s
Foreign Auto Wrecking
1697 Pomona
San Jose
288-6684

with the purchase of
this and many other
selected systems

Discount with A.S.B. Card

THE PEACE CORPS OR VISTA MAY
JUST BE THE THING FOR YOU...
And recruiters are on campus Monday through Friday, Sept. 29 -Oct. 3.
General information, interviews and assistance in filling out applications
will be available to you daily from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., in front of the
Student Union.
If you can be available anytime between January and March, 1976, the
Peace Corps will be pleased to talk with seniors and graduate students
in:
-BUSINESS
CIVIL ENGINEERING
-HOME ECONOMICS
-INDUSTRIAL ARTS
-PHYSICAL EDUCATION
-SECONDARY EDUCATION
(English, math, science)
-SOCIAL WORK
-SPECIAL EDUCATION
Qualified candidates for the Peace Corps will serve 27 months in Africa,
Asia or Latin America.
If you can make only a one-year commitment, VISTA has January,
1976, openings in a variety of disciplines.
You might be surprised how challenging and exciting it can be to
become a Peace Corps or VISTA Volunteer. Check us out.

Bupsimp
om.
DISCOUNTED

$114.80

Vh1)4116,egeo

ro.p.m14-71co
STEREO
SYSTEM SPECTACULAR

$385

Iniroducrng the New Look of the all New
Nikko stereo receiver Line. Featured in this
system is the handsomely styled Nikko Model 5055 stereo receiver with the versatility
for quality recording and playback. Also
New is the Garrard 440M stereo record
changer complete with base, dustcover and
cartridge. Our ALX Model 300 speakers will
bring you all the clear and accurate.

ALQo
STEREO CE1TERS

Open Daily 9:30-9, Saturday 9-6, Sunday 12-5
PO So. 2nd St Open Daily 930-6, Sal. 9-6, Sun. 12-5

SAN JOSE
PO So 2nd
FREE PARKING

291-7111

SANTA CLARA
71355 El Canilno Real
(Naar Moonlight Shopping Cnlipi

298-3050

CAMPBELL

STEVENS CRK.

15r, W Cemph.11 Ara
II on E of Wmtgalel

1415 Simrn
trash Blvd
IN..’ San Tonm Emory)

379-7210

241-6326

LOS ALTOS

4916 El Camino Raid
(South of San Antonio Rd I

964-7222

ALMADEN

1031 Blomoin Hill Rd

IN, Almaden Expero
267-7300

